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TELECAREDigital 

transformation 
of healthcare 
on the highest 
level
Digitally transform your 
entire healthcare to:

A raise quality,
A improve efficiency,
A optimize work 

processes.

Advanced healthcare technology tools 
which offer a unique set of benefits
MORE TIME FOR CARE AND SUPPORT

Smart di�ital solutions quicken the treatment 
processes, optimize workflow, and decrease the level 
of stress in hospitals and other carin� facilities. 
Attentive and efficient patient care results in pleased 
and comfortable patients, who are likely to recover 
quicker.

FEWER CHANCES FOR MISTAKES

Optimized workflow cuts down on any potential 
losses. Every information is stored instantly, accessible 
with a simple touch, and transmitted amon� medical 
staff. Better communication leads to better decisions 
and better or�anization.

Caretronic has been on a mission 
to improve patient care since 1962.

Together we can make big steps
into the right direction.

DIGITALIZATION OF 
HEALTHCARE BRINGS 
POSITIVE CHANGES.
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NurseCare is an intelligent, interactive IP nurse call 
system that digitalizes healthcare administration 
and health information management.

It is designed for healthcare personnel working in 
hospitals, clinics, care homes, nursing homes, and 
other healthcare institutions. 

It is the only nurse call system on the market that 
combines a nurse call system with healthcare 
management and nursing documentation in one 
device.

World's
most advanced
IP nurse call system

NurseCare

A BETTER EXPERIENCE WITH EVERY



NURSECARE IS FULLY DIN VDE 
CERTIFIED FOR HIGH STANDARD 
OF SAFETY

ONE DEVICE, COUNTLESS FUNCTIONALITIES
Optimizes healthcare management
NurseCare di�italizes work processes in healthcare 
institutions, optimizes expenses, relieves healthcare 
personnel, and improves the quality and efficiency of 
healthcare services.

Based on advanced IP Technology
NurseCare is the only nurse call system on the market 
that combines an emer�ency nurse call system with 
healthcare mana�ement and nursin� documentation in 
one device.

Compatible with any healthcare 
institution
NurseCare can be installed in any existin� or new 
buildin� and can be connected to existin� nurse call 
systems of any brand.

Highest security level
The nurse call system’s communication is based on the 
Internet Protocol and meets the hi�hest security 
requirements and standards for a nurse call system.

Wired and wireless Nurse Call 
possibilities
NurseCare is available as a wired or wireless nurse call 
system or a combination of both. Wireless option 
includes wireless hand transmitters, which enable calls 
for help or tri��er an alarm and transmit a location in 
case of a fall. It fits any infrastructure in the facility.

Documenting maintenance
The NurseCare system implements a notification tool 
for maintenance personnel and offers a clear overview 
of maintenance tasks with in-room electronic 
mana�ement and nursin� documentation.

NURSECARE IS MORE 
THAN JUST A NURSE 
CALL SYSTEM

NURSECARE’S KEY 
BENEFITS FOR 
NURSING PERSONNEL
A Ensures the safety of health-care 

personnel and their patients.

A Relieves nursin� and carin� 
professionals.

A Optimizes work processes in 
healthcare institutions.

A Optimizes expenses.

A Improves health care quality and 
efficiency.

A Provides the best solution for 
patient and elderly care.

BUY A SYSTEM THAT FITS YOUR 
BUDGET
Lookin� for a new nurse call system but you are ti�ht on 
bud�et and can not afford the one with all the nice 
features?

A NurseCare lets you buy parts that you want and 
doesn't force you to buy all sorts of features you don’t 
want.

A You can add additional features when you need them.

A You can choose between entry and advanced level 
and you can easily up�rade from entry to advanced 
system in the future.

A All functions can be added anytime later after 
installin� the system when the needs for more 
features expand.

#1 WORLD’S FULLY 
COMPREHENSIVE IP 
NURSE CALL SYSTEM

NURSECARE ALLOWS YOU TO 
CHOOSE YOUR CONFIGURATION, 
GIVING YOU MORE FREEDOM



Ready to accelerate your 
healthcare processes?
We are always available to assist you with your 
nursing care needs.

B  Caretronic has been tremendous in developin� and implementin� 
the most advanced information mana�ement and communication 
solutions for hospitals, clinics, care homes, nursin� homes, and all 
healthcare institutions. C

ANDRAŽ Krajnc, CEO
DARJA Perko, Sales and marketin� mana�er

500+
hospitals and nursin� homes

150.000+
active users

40+
countries worldwide

Caretronic is the leader 
in innovation.

Our mission is to 
create safety without 
compromise.

Our guiding principles 
are efficiency, reliability 
and ease of use.

Technology you can trust

TRUSTED BY PARTNERS 
WHO HAVE UPSCALED THEIR 
HEALTHCARE PROCESSES

Level 23/171 Sussex St, 
Sydney NSW 2000

T 1300 796 600
E support@alpha.global

You are in safe hands with us


